
New Products at NAMM 2018

NEXT GENERATION 3000 AND 5000 SERIES WIRELESS
SYSTEMS
The new fourth-generation 3000 Series Wireless Systems offer easy setup, versatile operation, and
richly detailed high-fidelity sound. Complete with a 60 MHz tuning bandwidth, the new generation
3000 Series Wireless offers twice the MHz tuning range as the previous versions, giving users the
power and flexibility to operate within the congested UHF spectrum.

The third-generation 5000 Series Wireless Systems have been designed for use on professional
tours, in stadiums, concert halls, festivals, houses of worship and more. Complete with a dual
receiver that processes high and low frequencies separately, the new 5000 Series Wireless provides
the highest-quality live sound for artists, broadcasters, and presenters worldwide. The receiver has
also been updated with a tuning bandwidth of 148 MHz, and users now have the option to select a
standard receiver with two XLR outputs or a receiver that also includes a Dante output.

NEW DJ AUDIO EQUIPMENT
The ATH-PRO5X and ATH-PRO7X headphones have been
specifically designed for use by professional DJs. Both
headphone models offer maximum comfort for long sessions,
excellent sound isolation, and detachable locking cables. The
ATH-PRO5X headphones are equipped with 40 mm drivers,
while the ATH-PRO7X headphones include 45 mm drivers,
both of which offer extremely accurate sound reproduction
even at high volumes.

The new AT turntable is ideal for pro, mobile, and club DJ use, as it has been built to deliver
exceptional music reproduction even under the most demanding conditions. The AT-LP1240-USB
XP turntable uses a powerful direct-drive motor for unwavering speed stability, and features a variety
of additional DJ-friendly features, such as forward and reverse play and back-cueing.
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BLUE/BLACK ATH-M50XBB
The newest limited-edition color of the critically acclaimed
ATH-M50x professional monitor headphones. The ATH-
M50xBB headphones come in a sleek blue and black design
and are only available for a limited time. Year after year,
the ATH-M50x headphones are praised by top audio
engineers and pro audio reviewers, and the attractive new
color scheme will add a stylish look to your long days spent
mixing, producing, and tracking in the studio.


